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Baby and Child-Specific Products in the Czech Republic

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Baby dermo-cosmetics maintain strong position
Baby and child-specific sun care surpasses pre-pandemic levels
Rise in sustainable baby toiletries and products

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Increasing presence of eco-friendly baby and child-specific products
E-commerce set to continue to experience growth
Private label brand are set to thrive given their good reputation and image

CATEGORY DATA

Table 11 - Sales of Baby and Child-specific Products by Category: Value 2017-2022
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Bath and Shower in the Czech Republic
KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Hand sanitisers sales drop following the end of pandemic
Manufaktura introduces packaging-free sales of bottled cosmetics
Private label brands continue to perform well

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Wellness trend to drive demand for bath and shower products
Hand sanitiser sales expected to sharply decline
Mass market set to outpace premium bath and shower products

CATEGORY DATA

Table 22 - Sales of Bath and Shower by Category: Value 2017-2022
Table 23 - Sales of Bath and Shower by Category: % Value Growth 2017-2022
Table 24 - Sales of Bath and Shower by Premium vs Mass: % Value 2017-2022
Table 25 - NBO Company Shares of Bath and Shower: % Value 2018-2022
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Colour Cosmetics in the Czech Republic

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Retailers capitalise on strong demand for colour cosmetics
Lip products lead the growth in colour cosmetics
Facial make-up sales exceed pre-pandemic levels

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Digitalisation and social media platforms to remain key in growing audiences and expanding consumer bases
Sustainability trend expected to spread across all price segments
Vegan colour cosmetics set to become the norm

CATEGORY DATA

Table 31 - Sales of Colour Cosmetics by Category: Value 2017-2022
Table 32 - Sales of Colour Cosmetics by Category: % Value Growth 2017-2022
Table 33 - NBO Company Shares of Colour Cosmetics: % Value 2018-2022
Table 34 - LBN Brand Shares of Colour Cosmetics: % Value 2019-2022
Table 35 - LBN Brand Shares of Eye Make-up: % Value 2019-2022
Table 36 - LBN Brand Shares of Facial Make-up: % Value 2019-2022
Table 37 - LBN Brand Shares of Lip Products: % Value 2019-2022
Table 38 - LBN Brand Shares of Nail Products: % Value 2019-2022
Table 39 - LBN Brand Shares of Premium Colour Cosmetics: % Value 2019-2022
Table 40 - Forecast Sales of Colour Cosmetics by Category: Value 2022-2027
Table 41 - Forecast Sales of Colour Cosmetics by Category: % Value Growth 2022-2027

Deodorants in the Czech Republic

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Sustainability takes centre stage in deodorants
Price and ingredients key factors for local consumers
Stick deodorants remain popular, while creams and pump deodorants gain in popularity

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Deodorants expected to experience sluggish growth in forecast period
Deodorant wipes emerge as a niche area
Global brands to maintain dominance

CATEGORY DATA
Table 42 - Sales of Deodorants by Category: Value 2017-2022
Table 43 - Sales of Deodorants by Category: % Value Growth 2017-2022
Table 44 - Sales of Deodorants by Premium vs Mass: % Value 2017-2022
Table 45 - NBO Company Shares of Deodorants: % Value 2018-2022
Table 46 - LBN Brand Shares of Deodorants: % Value 2019-2022
Table 47 - LBN Brand Shares of Premium Deodorants: % Value 2019-2022
Table 48 - Forecast Sales of Deodorants by Category: Value 2022-2027
Table 49 - Forecast Sales of Deodorants by Category: % Value Growth 2022-2027
Table 50 - Forecast Sales of Deodorants by Premium Vs Mass: % Value 2022-2027

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Boost in depilatories value sales as consumers resume social activities and travel
Depilation products face competition from IPL devices, but see boost in value sales
New innovative products emerge in depilatories

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Marginal volume growth expected for depilatories
Post-hair removal solutions to be the focus of innovation
Sustainability set to remain key in choice of product

CATEGORY DATA
Table 51 - Sales of Depilatories by Category: Value 2017-2022
Table 52 - Sales of Depilatories by Category: % Value Growth 2017-2022
Table 53 - Sales of Women’s Razors and Blades by Type: % Value Breakdown 2018-2022
Table 54 - NBO Company Shares of Depilatories: % Value 2018-2022
Table 55 - LBN Brand Shares of Depilatories: % Value 2019-2022
Table 56 - Forecast Sales of Depilatories by Category: Value 2022-2027
Table 57 - Forecast Sales of Depilatories by Category: % Value Growth 2022-2027

Frangrances in the Czech Republic

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Shifts in Consumer Motivations Drive Strong Recovery in Fragrance Market
Fragrance sets take centre stage in 2022
Mass fragrances outperform premium fragrances in 2022

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Premium fragrances set to return to stable growth pattern
E-commerce to remain the strongest channel
Sustainable and transparent brands will gradually become the standard

CATEGORY DATA
Table 58 - Sales of Fragrances by Category: Value 2017-2022
Table 59 - Sales of Fragrances by Category: % Value Growth 2017-2022
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Table 65 - Forecast Sales of Fragrances by Category: % Value Growth 2022-2027

Hair Care in the Czech Republic

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Hair 'skinification' trend gains momentum
Styling agents see strong recovery
Inflationary pressures boost sales of private label

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Stable growth expected for hair care
Younger generation to drive demand for sustainable and transparent hair care products
E-commerce to remain a strong channel for hair care sales

CATEGORY DATA
Table 66 - Sales of Hair Care by Category: Value 2017-2022
Table 67 - Sales of Hair Care by Category: % Value Growth 2017-2022
Table 68 - Sales of Hair Care by Premium vs Mass: % Value 2017-2022
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Men's Grooming in the Czech Republic

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Men's grooming benefits from rising demand for skin and hair care products
Return to normal boosts sales of men's deodorants
E-commerce holds great potential for men's grooming

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Men's razors and blades needs more innovation to compete with electric appliances
Demand for men's skin care set to grow, particularly in premium segment
Decline in men's shaving to offset value growth in men's grooming
KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Oral showers slowly replace the demand for electric toothbrushes as technologies advance
Tooth whiteners is the most dynamic product in oral care
Average unit price sees strongest rise in years

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Technological innovation and competition to drive demand for electric toothbrushes
Sustainability concerns will impact oral care
Growth expected for oral care appliances
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Skin Care in the Czech Republic

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Demand for skin care continues to grow regardless of high inflation
Domestic skin care manufacturer Manufaktura launches packaging-free production
New brands enter Czech skin care landscape, while private label addresses the need for affordable skin care

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
E-pharmacies drive sales of dermo-cosmetics
Face masks cement their place in skin care routine
High-frequency facial treatments become more widely available
CATEGORIES DATA
Table 101 - Sales of Skin Care by Category: Value 2017-2022
Table 102 - Sales of Skin Care by Category: % Value Growth 2017-2022
Table 103 - NBO Company Shares of Skin Care: % Value 2018-2022
Table 104 - LBN Brand Shares of Skin Care: % Value 2019-2022
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Table 106 - LBN Brand Shares of Anti-agers: % Value 2019-2022
Table 107 - LBN Brand Shares of Firming/Anti-cellulite Body Care: % Value 2019-2022
Table 108 - LBN Brand Shares of General Purpose Body Care: % Value 2019-2022
Table 109 - LBN Brand Shares of Premium Skin Care: % Value 2019-2022
Table 110 - Forecast Sales of Skin Care by Category: Value 2022-2027
Table 111 - Forecast Sales of Skin Care by Category: % Value Growth 2022-2027

Sun Care in the Czech Republic

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Sun care sees double-digit growth as international travel resumes
Environmental friendliness takes centre stage in sun care
Premiumisation in sun care

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
E-commerce to gain share at the expense of supermarkets and hypermarkets
Recovery to pre-pandemic levels of sales to be seen from 2025 onwards
Inflationary pressures may lead to consumers choosing lower-priced sun care products

CATEGORIES DATA
Table 112 - Sales of Sun Care by Category: Value 2017-2022
Table 113 - Sales of Sun Care by Category: % Value Growth 2017-2022
Table 114 - NBO Company Shares of Sun Care: % Value 2018-2022
Table 115 - LBN Brand Shares of Sun Care: % Value 2019-2022
Table 116 - LBN Brand Shares of Premium Adult Sun Care: % Value 2019-2022
Table 117 - Forecast Sales of Sun Care by Category: Value 2022-2027
Table 118 - Forecast Sales of Sun Care by Category: % Value Growth 2022-2027

Premium Beauty and Personal Care in the Czech Republic

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Premium beauty and personal care brands thrive despite inflation surge
Czech luxury brand Yage wins 2022 Beauty Shortlist Award
L’Oreal maintains leading position in premium beauty and personal care

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
E-commerce and digital engagement to become the norm in the beauty industry
Slow beauty trends lead to a rise in environmentally-friendly products
Premium skin care products to see strong growth in the coming years

CATEGORIES DATA
Table 119 - Sales of Premium Beauty and Personal Care by Category: Value 2017-2022
Table 120 - Sales of Premium Beauty and Personal Care by Category: % Value Growth 2017-2022
Table 121 - NBO Company Shares of Premium Beauty and Personal Care: % Value 2018-2022
KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Mass beauty and personal care on the path to recovery
Shift towards private label brands
Mass beauty and personal care benefits from price increase

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Organic and natural ingredients to have a larger share in recyclable packaging
Mass beauty and skin care to benefit from reduced purchasing power and consumer confidence
E-commerce to remain a strong distribution channel

CATEGORY DATA
Table 125 - Sales of Mass Beauty and Personal Care by Category: Value 2017-2022
Table 126 - Sales of Mass Beauty and Personal Care by Category: % Value Growth 2017-2022
Table 127 - NBO Company Shares of Mass Beauty and Personal Care: % Value 2018-2022
Table 128 - LBN Brand Shares of Mass Beauty and Personal Care: % Value 2019-2022
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